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Abstract

This is a short technical report on pyGHS, a code designed in python to calculate the geometric
separation between two histograms that represent a pattern of binomial proportion.
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1. Program summary

• Program title: pyGHS (python Geometric Histogram Separation)

• Program URL: https://github.com/GFEC-INPE/pyGHS

• Licensing provisions: GNU General Public License.

• Hardware for which the program has been tested: Intel Core I7 950 Quad-Core, 1GB.

• Operating systems: Linux, Mac OS X.

• Programming language: Python.

• Has the code been vectorized or parallelized?: No

• Nature of the problem: The challenge in Computational Discriminant Analysis [1] is to project a
dataset onto a lower-dimensional space with good class-separability and also reduce computational
costs. Although there are a variety of techniques to differentiate binomial proportions, it still lacks
more efficient approaches. Such need comes from the fact that discrete histograms from real data are
not always statistically well defined [2, 3].

• Method of solution: Recently, based on the operation of the box counting algorithm, the measure of the
δGHS separation parameter was proposed based only on the geometric properties of the histograms [4].
It is a measure calculated straightforward on the histograms files that maximizes the mutual separation
considering the quantitative balance between areas and heights for typical binomial patterns.

• Typical running time: 0.048 seconds for each 1MB (data input).

• Unusual features of the program: None.

• Restrictions: Pandas driver should be installed.

1E-mail Corresponding Author: rubens.sautter@gmail.com
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Figure 1: The pyGHS code.
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2. Program Input Description

The pyGHS is a sequential and small program (see Figure 1) which has as input: data1 and data2
representing the respective histograms previously identified and visualized by the user.

Six typical patterns of binomial proportions are shown in Figure 1. These data were generated to represent
samples compatible with data from scientific experiments. We sampled 5.000 points of the Gaussian and
Gamma distributions using scipy [5]. Taking into account the balance between areas and heights, the patterns
are arranged from the smallest to the largest separation between the histograms of each binomial proportion.

Figure 2: Six typical patterns of binomial proportions: (i) Symmetric-Symmetric-High-superposition;
(ii) Left-Skewed-Symmetric-medium superposition; (iii) Right-Skewed-Symmetric-Low Superposition; (iv)
Symmetric-Symmetric-Low-superposition; (v) Symmetric-Skewed-Low-Superposition; (vi) Symmetric-
Symmetric-No-Superposition.

3. Program Output Description

The output of the program provides the following parameters: δBCA, δBCL and δGHS .

From the input data these parameters are calculated as follows:
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Figure 3: The areas and their respective heights from the binomial histogram pattern are: AB (blue histogram
area), AR (red histogram area), ABR (intersection area between AB and AR) and heights: hB, hR, and hBR

1. The areas (amount of bins) covered by each histogram are computed according to the variables: AR

(red histogram area), AB (blue histogram area), ABR (intersection area between AB and AR), as shown
in Figure 2. Then, the output is computed as

δBCA = 1− ABR

AB +AR +ABR
. (1)

Note that, δBCA is a normalized measure which computes the component of the histograms separation
based on the area superposition. When ABR is null δBCA = 1 (totally separated). When the total area
is ABR then δBCA = 0 (total superposition).

2. The heights for each histogram are computed according to the variables: hB, hR, and hBR as shown
in Figure 2. Then, the output is computed as

δBCL =
ha + hb − 2hc

ha + hb
. (2)

Note that, δBCL is a normalized measure which computes the component of the histograms separation
based on the height of superposition balanced with the largest distance between the maxima values for
hB and hR. When hc is null δBCL = 1. When hB = hR = hBR then δBCL = 0.

3. Then, considering the previous calculations, the output value performing the Geometric Histogram
Separation is computed as

δGHS =

√
δBCA + δBCL

2
. (3)

The respective values to the histograms showed in Figure 2 are shown in Table 1.
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Pattern δBCA δBCL δGHS

(i) 0.060 0.002 0.124
(ii) 0.786 0.710 0.798
(iii) 0.913 0.748 0.851
(iv) 0.935 0.817 0.892
(v) 0.913 0.898 0.927
(vi) 1.000 1.000 1.000
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